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Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades , On The Seven Causes 

 

Alcibiades: O Socrates , seeing that now Thou has begun to speak to me , Thou has indeed  
                                                                        ’  

come to Light much more stranger , than when Thou would follow me in silence ;  
                                                                                   

and yet even then , Thou were so very strange to look at . Thus on the one hand , whether  
                                                                  

I have such intentions in mind or not , even if I were to deny it , Thou has likely so discerned ,  
                                                              

thus it will avail me nothing to persuade Thee otherwise . So be it . But surely then if it is the  
                                                                     

case , that I have very much had such intentions in mind , how can they come to be through  
                                   −       −                              

Thine aid , and how would they not be without Thine aid ? Can Thou explain ?” 
                                                                                     

 

And the phrase “Can Thou explain ?” was spoken in utter astonishment , 
                                                                

as if Self was thrown into complete puzzlement . 
                                                        

For he looks toward external powers and thinks that he will hear of a way to get money  
                            

and a multitude of human-beings and naval procurements . 
                                                      

However , Socrates cared for none of these , but for Knowledge ; 
                                                 ’      

for one must not yearn for the instruments in preference to/prior to The Self who will Use them . 
                                                                                      

And this also appears to me to Coincide with the whole scope of the dialogue ; 
                                               

for if The User is Other than the instruments , and The All is in The User ,  
                               

but not in the instruments , and The Whole of the human-being is in Soul , 
                  ’                          

whereas the body subsists by The Soul from without as Her instrument . 
                                                             

Now then it is both The Primary Power of The Self to place The Knowledge in The User  
                        

and to show that The Ousia of Ourselves is in Soul , 
                                                                  

thus making all others instruments that depend upon These . 
                                     −          −      

And furthermore , the young man quite wonderfully thought of the phrase “through Thine aid”.  
                                                 

For he heard The Logos of Socrates that  
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“I will transmit to Thee The Power which Thou desires , however along with The Aid of God” , 
                                                                

by being Wholly-Aware that it is Appropriate to assign  
                                                                                         
 

on the one hand , The Primary Creative/Poetic/Productive/Efficacious Cause to The Divine ,  
                                                                                                                

and on the other hand , The Instrumental Cause to Socrates .  
                                                                                            

Thus on the one hand , The Creative Is Cause as That Under-which ,  
                                                                         ’    

while on the other hand , The Instrumental is Cause as That Through-which ; 
                                                                                                    ’    

 

then just as on the one hand , The Final Cause is usually called That for The Sake of-which , 
                                                             ’                   

 

while on the other hand , The Paradigmatical Cause is That in Relation to-which ;  
                                                                                                                 

 

and on the one hand , The Ideal Cause is That According to-which , 
                                                                                                          

 

while on the other hand The Material Cause , as Aristotle says is That out of-which ,  
                                                                                  

or as Timaeus says , That In-which . 
                                                                                  

 

Surely then thus it is appropriate to say that The Instrumental Cause is That Through-which . 
                                                          ’   

And therefore , by Socrates also being The Instrument of The Divine   
                                                             

by Executing/Carrying-out/Putting-into-effect The Logos Through-which”,  
                                                                                                       ’    

 

and so the young man reasonably says  
                                                                       

 

“that will be for me through Thee” and “that could not come to pass for me Without Thee”. 
                                                                          

 

For instruments also possess The Indispensible Logos in relation to that which is taking place .  
                                                     

seeing that The Principal/Supreme Causes Are Other/Different  
                                                                                 

such as The Final , The Paradigmatical , and The Creative . 
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1                                                       The One Ineffable Cause 
 

2 The Paradigmatical Cause  “That In Relation to which”   The Paradigm/Model      Monadic 

3 The Ideal/Formal Cause      “That According to which”           The Design                Whole 

4 The Creative/Efficient Cause    “That Under which”        The Primary Producer     Demiurgic 
 

5 The Instrumental Cause          “That Through which”           Divine Instrument       Dialectical 

6 The Material Cause                     “That In which”             The Elemental Bodies      Receptive 

7 The Final Cause                 “That for The Sake of which”             The Good             The End 
 

THE ONE  
 

The Paradigm - The Good 

 

 

                                           The Demiurgos                    The Ideal Plan  
 

Socrates 

 

 

 

                                                    The Good                      The Soul of Alcibiades 

        That for The Sake of Which                                                                         The Material  

Binding Beginning to End 

For on the one hand , The Gods are Good , They can only do Good by Nature , by Necessity ;  

for jealousy has no place in Those that are Good , for only Good-will subsists in Selves .  

On the other hand , All those that are Created , Intuitively desire The Good by nature , by 

necessity , for no one wants to be harmed or to receive anything that is defective .    
 

Cratylos  388C 

Socrates: Accordingly then , a Name is a certain instrument for Instruction and Separation 
                                                                

of The Ousia , just as a weaver’s comb/shuttle is an instrument for separating the web .    
                                                                                              

Hermogenes: Yes  () 

Soc: But the comb is indeed an instrument for weaving ?  
                                                            

Her: How could it not be ? ( ’  ;) 

Soc: Accordingly then on the one hand , the weaver will use the comb in a beautiful/good way ,  
                                                                                             

but in a beautiful/good way means , in the way of a weaver , whereas on the other hand ,   
  ’                                                                                 

A Teacher will use a name in a beautiful/good way  , and this means , in the way of a Teacher .  
                                                     ’                          

Her: Yes . ( .) 

Soc: Therefore whose work will the weaver use beautifully/well , when he uses the comb ? 
                                            

Her:  That of the carpenter . (    .) 
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Soc:  That of all carpenters or that of The One who possesses The Art ? 
                                                                       

Her:  The One who possesses The Art . (    .) 

Soc:  Then whose work will the driller use beautifully/correctly when he uses the drill ? 
D                                

Her:   That of the blacksmith . (    .) 

Soc:   Take notice then , of all blacksmiths or of The One who possess The Art ?  
                 ’                                                         

Her:  The One who possesses The Art . (     .) 

Soc:  Good . Then whose work will The Teacher use , when they use The Names ? 
                             

Her:  I do not have this information . (  ’ .) 

Soc:  Can Thou not indeed say this ; who it is that gives us The Names which we use ?  
                                   

Her:  Surely not . ( .)  

Soc:  Accordingly then , does it not appear to Thee that The Law is The Giver of Selves ? 
                        ’                                                       

Her:  That is reasonable . ( .) 

Soc:  Then will The Teacher use the work of The Law-Giver , when They use Names ?  
  −   −                    

Her:  It appears so to me .  (  .)  

Soc:  Then does it appear to Thee that every man is a Law-Giver or The One who has The Art ? 
                                                                         

Her:  The One who has The Art .  (   .) 

Soc:  Therefore , it does not belong to every man , O Hermogenes , to give a Name , except to 
                                                                

The One who is The Name-Maker ; then this one, as it is reasonable , is The Law-Giver ,  
                       ’                             

who is surely then , The Rarest among human Artisans/Creators/Producers that exist . 
                                                          

Her:  That is Reasonable .   (.) 

Soc:  Come along then , consider That which The Law-Giver is Viewing while Giving Names .      
                                                                  

but consider This from the previous examples. To what is the carpenter Looking when he makes  
                                                                 

the comb ? Is it not something in relation to which this brings about the separation of the web ?   
                                                               

Her:  Very much so !  ( .) 

Soc:  What then , if the comb breaks while self is being made ? Will he in turn make another    
                                      

while Looking towards the one that is broken , or towards That Idea , The Very One  , 
                                                  

according to which , he also made the broken one ?   
                                       

Her:  Towards That One , as it indeed appears to me !  
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Soc: Is it not the case then , that That One should Most Justly be called  
                                                        ’   

That which is The Ideal Self of Comb .  
                                     

Her:  It indeed appears to me to be the case .  (  .) 

Soc:  Is it not the case then , that whenever there is need to make a comb for a light or a thick  
                                                                      

garment , or for linen or for wool , or for any kind at all , that on the one hand , all of them   
                                                                                  

must contain The Ideal Self of The Comb , which on the other hand , It gives to each product  
                                            ’                        

by bringing-forth The Beauty of This in the nature of each work ?   
C                 

Her:  Yes ! (.) 

Soc: And surely then , The Same Way applies to all other instruments . The Artisan must find 
                                                              

the instrument that is naturally-fitted to bestow That Idea into each product ,  from which      
                                                       

it will be made , not such as Self may will , but such as is naturally-fitted . For it is reasonable , 
                     ’                                    

that He must know where to place the iron borer that is naturally-fitted for each product .    
                               

Her:  Very much so !  ( .) 

Soc:  And the comb must bring-forth/produce/engender the nature of each in its wood .     
                                                                   

Her: This is the case . (  .) 

Soc:  For each Idea of weaving , as it is reasonable , was fitted by nature into each comb ,    
D                                         

and so also for the other instruments . (   .) 

Her:  Yes .  ( .) 

Soc: Take notice then , O most Noble One , must The Law-Giver also know how to Bring-Forth 
               ’                                                    

in That Name the sounds and syllables that are given by nature to each , and by Looking to 
                

That which is The Self Name , produce and give All Names ,                        if He intends to be 
                              

The Authoritative Giver of Names ?  But if The Law-Giver does not give the same syllables   
                                       

to each name , then we must in no way forget This Ideal Name ; for not every blacksmith sets  
                                                    

This Self in the same iron , while making the same instrument for the same End (Parm 127A) ;  
                                          

but as long as , they render The Same Idea , even if in different iron , the instrument will still 
 ’                                 

have to be Correctly rendered , even if it is made here , or in some foreign land , what say Thee?   
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Her:  Very much so!  (  .) 

Soc:  Is it not the case then , that in this way , Thou would also deem The Law-Giver Worthy ,  
                                                                               −   −      

whether The One here or The One in foreign lands , as long as They may render  
                                                    

The Appropriate Idea into each Name in whatever syllables , then The Law-Giver will be  
                

no worse here , than The One in any other place at all ?     
                   

Her:  Very much so !  (  .) 

Soc:  Who then , is The One who Recognizes whether The Appropriate Idea of Comb  
                                                               

resides in any piece of wood ? The carpenter , who made it , or the weaver , who uses it ?  
                                       

Her:  It is more likely , that it is the one who uses it , O Socrates .  
                                   

Soc:  Who then , is the one that uses the work of the guitar-maker ? Is it not the very one , 
                                                           

who would Know Best how to Superintend the making of the guitar ,  
                    

and also Know if it the work is done either well or not ?  
             ’      

Her:  The guitarist .  (  .)  

Soc:  Who then , is the one who Knows Best the work of the ship-builder ?  
                                                                                         

Her:  The Captain/Pilot . ( )  

Soc:  Who then , can Best Superintend the work of The Law-Giver and who can also Discern 
C                              ’            

when it is completed , both here and in foreign lands ? Is it not the user as well ?  
                   ’      

Her:   Yes . (.)   

Soc:  Take notice then , is it not The Very One who Knows how to ask questions ?  
                 ’                                                   

Her: Very much so .  ( . )  

Soc:  But also The Very Same One who Knows how to reply ?  
                                                                

Her:   Yes .  (.) 

Soc:  But does thou call The One who Knows how to ask and answer questions  
                                           

something other than Dialectician ?  
                          

Her:  Nothing else , but This .(    ) 

Soc:  Accordingly then on the one hand , the work of a carpenter is to make a rudder  
D                                                           

under the Supervision of The Pilot/Captain , if the rudder is destined to be good/beautiful . 
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Her:  So it has come to Light !  ( .) 

Soc:  Whereas on the other hand , the work of The Law-Giver , as it is reasonable ,  
                                                                                                      

has to make a Name , under The Supervision of The Dialectician , 
                                        

if The Law-Giver intends to give Names in a Beautiful Way .   
                                                    

Her:  This is the case . (  .) 

Soc: Accordingly then , O Hermogenes , I dare say that the giving of a name , is no trivial task ,  
                                               

as Thou thought , nor will trivial people hit The Mark . And so Cratylos spoke The Truth  
                               

by saying that Names belong to The Realities by Nature , and so not everyone is an Artisan   
                                          

of names , except only That One who Looks towards The Name which belongs by Nature  
                                

to each particular entity and is Able to Bestow The Idea of Self in the letters and the syllables .   
                                

Her:  O Socrates , I have nothing at all which can contradict that which Thou says .  However   
                                           

it is equally not easy to be suddenly persuaded in this way , but it appears to me that Thou would  
                                                   

be more likely to persuade me in the following way , if Thou were to demonstrate to me ,  
                                                                                               

That which Thou claims to be The Natural Correctness of a Name .   
                                       

Soc: O Blessed Hermogenes , on the one hand , I do not claim anything . But on the other hand ,  
                                           −  −                   ’  

I almost forgot that which was said a short time ago ; that I do not know , but that I would search 
                                               

along with Thee , and so we are now searching , both myself and Thee , and on the one hand ,  
                                                                

so much has already come to Light beyond what we did not know before , that a Name does 
                                                                       

indeed possess A Certain Natural Correctness and that not any person whatsoever knows how  
                                                       

to set-up Self in a Beautiful/Good Way in Relation to The Realities , or is this not the case ?   
                                                                                          

Her:  Very much so !  (  .)  
 

 

             There are 7 Causes as Our Beloved Teacher points out , not 6 as Proclus explains ,  

     nor 4 as Aristotle would have us believe , but 7 , since Proclus failed to mention The One . 

 

 
 March  
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